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Dictionary Of Modern American Philosophers

John R. Shook - 2005-05-15

The Dictionary Of Modern American Philosophers includes both academic and non-academic philosophers, and a large number of female and minority thinkers whose work has been neglected. It includes those intellectuals involved in the development of psychology, sociology, anthropology, education, theology, political science, and several other fields, before those disciplines came to be considered distinct from philosophy in the late nineteenth century. Each entry contains a short biography of the writer, an exposition and analysis of his or her doctrines and ideas, a bibliography of writings, and suggestions for further reading. While all the major post-Civil War philosophers are present, the most valuable feature of this dictionary is its coverage of a huge range of little-known writers, including hundreds of post-Civil War philosophers. In many cases, the Dictionary Of Modern American Philosophers offers the first scholarly treatment of the life and work of certain writers. This book will be an indispensable reference work for scholars working on almost any aspect of modern American thought.

Cervantes in the English-speaking World

Darío Fernández-Moreno - 2005

In this brilliant collection, five historians and literary critics explore the many ways that southern writers influence and are influenced by their region. Cervantes examines the relationship between economic development and the humor of such “Old Southerners” as Augustus B. Longstreet and Jonathan Jones Hooper, while Susan A. Ecker explains how South Carolina author Louisa McCord came to defend slavery. Anne Goodwyn Jones offers a penetrating deconstruction of gender in the southern literary renaissance. Charles Joyner reassesses William Styron’s controversial decision to write The Confessions of Nat Turner in the first person, and Bertram Wyatt-Brown revisits the connection between depression and literary creativity. Presenting interdisciplinary topics within a broad chronological range, this remarkable work will be of interest to all students of southern literature and history.

Walker Percy Remembered

David Horace Harwell - 2007-09-06

Although the novels of Walker Percy represent some of the most prominent work in 20th-century Southern fiction, the Percy family itself has a history that is arguably as compelling as anything he could have created. Behind Percy’s prose lurks a legacy of wealth, literary accomplishment, political leadership, depression, and suicide that spans two centuries. In this compelling biography, Wyatt-Brown skillfully combines intensive research and telling insights to produce the unforgettable story of this gifted family.

The House of Percy

Bertram Wyatt-Brown - 1996-10

The novels of Walker Percy represent some of the most prominent work in 20th-century Southern fiction, the Percy family itself has a history that is arguably as compelling as anything he could have created. Behind Percy’s prose lurks a legacy of wealth, literary accomplishment, political leadership, depression, and suicide that spans two centuries. In this compelling biography, Wyatt-Brown skillfully combines intensive research and telling insights to produce the unforgettable story of this gifted family.

Walker Percy

Linda Whitney Hobson - 1988

This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this walker percy a comprehensive descriptive bibliography by online. You might not require to purchase many time as we explain before. You can complete it though do something else at home and in your workplace. consequently easy!